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NBC's EXPOSÉ UNCOVERS EXTREMISM IN
SPECIAL FORCES SECRET FACEBOOK GROUPS
BUT ENTIRELY MISSES MRFF's EXPOSURE OF
THE "MOTHERSHIP," RELIGIOUS EXTREMISM!
"NBC’s exposé of this disturbing and threatening element
among these elite troops — an element that would post such
wild imaginings as aides to former Vice President Mike Pence being
part of a "Concerted effort by the thieves and pedophiles walking
the hallowed halls of the peoples government" to undermine former
President Trump — is missing one integral piece: RELIGION."

Click to watch Disgustingly Shocking 32-second video clip
of an Army Ranger Chaplain as a Government Paid Missionary

MRFF OP-ED ON
LA PROGRESSIVE
& DAILY KOS
Trending on Daily Kos

How Hard is it to Indoctrinate
Religion-Soaked Special Operations
Troops Into QAnon Extremist Views?
By: MRFF Senior Research Director Chris Rodda
Friday, April 16, 2021
(Excerpts from LA Progressive & Daily Kos / Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The answer to the question asked in my headline is:
Not hard at all.
"My goal has been to meet them when they're at their
absolute worst, when they're coldest and the most tired
and the most hungry that they're going to be because
the more difficult the circumstances the more receptive
the average person becomes to issues of faith." — Army Ranger School
Chaplain
The reporting this morning by NBC News on the conspiracy-laden
extremism uncovered in secret Facebook groups exclusively for current
and former members of the United States military’s Special Operations
Forces begins:
“They're the most elite, lethally trained members of the U.S. military, widely
considered the best of the best. And yet in secret Facebook groups
exclusively for special operations forces that were accessed by NBC News,
they share misinformation about a ‘stolen" 2020 election, disparaging and
racist comments about America's political leadership and even QAnon
conspiracy theories.’”
NBC’s exposé of this disturbing and threatening element among these elite
troops — an element that would post such wild imaginings as aides to former
Vice President Mike Pence being part of a "Concerted effort by the thieves
and pedophiles walking the hallowed halls of the peoples government" to
undermine former President Trump — is missing one integral piece:
RELIGION.
This crucial piece of the puzzle, which Military Religious Freedom
Foundation (MRFF) founder and president Mikey Weinstein described in a
recent post as the “mothership” — the “fundamentalist Christian
nationalism” that hovers over and facilitates the other forms of extremism —
is starkly absent from the reporting by major news outlets like NBC
News.
[...]
I’ll leave you with a short video clip, showing how a former Army Ranger
chaplain indoctrinated the Ranger trainees that he preyed upon — using
tactics such as waiting until they had gone two days without food or
three days without sleep to make his move. How easy is it to indoctrinate
the cream of the crop of the U.S. military into a particular way of thinking?
As easy as this chaplain makes it sound. And how far is the leap from a
belief in a fundamentalist nationalist version of Christianity to a belief in
“thieves and pedophiles walking the hallowed halls of the peoples
government”? Not far at all.
Click to read entire op-ed on LA Progressive & Daily Kos

Mikey Weinstein's Op-Ed: "Forced Jesus Worship: Pentagon
Ignores the Consequences of Ignoring Extremist Reality" 4/6/21

“Still Making Trouble”
Still making trouble I see. Keep the government out of religion is what the
1A says. Jesus says imposters are going to be in big trouble. Secular is not in
the Constitution, but then again your IQ can not comprehend the concept.
Somewhere along the line Jesuit influence is evident in your training and
negatively impacted any education on your part.
(name withheld)
To see responses from
MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein
and MRFF Advisory Board Member Mike Farrell
Click to Read in Inbox

"You are the bravest man I know"
Thanks Mikey,
You are the bravest man I know.
Fundamentalism anywhere is not real thinking.
I’ve come to see it, and experience it viscerally, like smoking…and publicly
shamed as a malignant disease.
(name withheld)
Click to Read in Inbox

"I love what you do!"
Mikey,
I love what you do! I am continually in awe of the many years of service you
have given to the Constitution; not just in uniform but far beyond the
minimum asked of us all swear that sacred oath! You and your family answer
the call and are the spitting image of Tikkun Olam wrought manifest!
I appreciate and love you more than you know. One day I hope to finally
meet you in person. I am eternally grateful.
Very Respectfully,
(name withheld)
Click to Read in Inbox
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